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INTA N. Pig.

2he present work has been performed at the Ultrasonics

Laboratory of the Department of Structures and Structu-

ral Materials of INTA as a first part of a two year pro-

gram.

The first period is mainly devoted to setting up the ins-

trumentation, technique and software to be used in the
second year. It also includes the necessary period for

all the research personnel involved to become familiar

with new techniques and instrumentation. !

This work has been funded in part by European Office of

Aerospace Research and Development under grant number

EOA-RD-82-0316. I

The author wishes to achnowledge the effort of J. Miguel

Alvarez in preparing the software as well as that of E.

Gallego del Pozo in designing and making auxiliary equip-

ment.
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1 - General

The work reported here was programmed as a part of a
wider research project of the Ultrasonic Laboratory of

the Structures and Structural Materials Department of

the INTA. An ultrasonic spectroscopy research program

was formerly developed under the sponsorship of Spanish

Government. Analog techniques used in this project

soon proved to be unsuitable to perform adequate reflec-

tor characterization and, therefore, it was decided to
implement the necessary instrumentation to digitize and

computer process the signal.

In November 1981 a proposal was submitted to ECARD inclu-

ding several goals to be specified later. The proposal

was approved and EOARD gave some useful recommendations
for the best development of the work and in order to co- I
ordinate with other works already in progress in other

Laboratories in the United States. ith this aim, a

trip was programmed to attend the Annual DARPA/AFI.L
Review of Progress in Quantitative Nondestructive Eva-
luation to be held in La Jolla, California, and to visit

Ames Laboratory of Iowa State University and Rockwell

International Science Center (Thousand Oaks, California).
A visit to NASA Lewis Research Center (Columbus, Ohio)

was also suggested but, because of unknown reasons, it
was not possible to arrange this visit. In any case,

the information obtained during this trip, which took
place in August 1982, as well as those from several

"Proceedings of the DARPA/A3FM Review of Progress in

Quantitative NDE" supplied by London Office of the EOARD
have been of major help in defining the objectives and
selection test techniques.

One of the aims more clearly defined was the defect cha-
racterization subject that absorbs the largest portionI of the scientific work carried out under DARPA/A2r.L

- I I
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sponsorship since 1973. Ultrasonic test quantification,

in particular, is one of the main objectives of this

project which tends to reduce the numerous sources of

uncertainity found in conventional tests.

Therefore, it was decided to dedicate a part of the work

to defect characterization and, after consulting availa-

ble bibliographytwo different techniques seemed to be

the most adequate:

- Comparison of spectral amplitude as a function of

the direction of incident beam. It is an empirical

method first proposed by E. Domany (1).

- Unidimensional Born inversion. There are many

papers available on this technique. We have taken

as reference that of R.K. Zlsley (2).

On the other hand the development of some technique sui-

table for materials characterization to determine elastic

mechanical and fracture parameters was considered. The

great interest of this objective is generally recognised,

due to the high cost of the destructive mechanical tests

necessary to make measurements of yield point, ( )

or fracture toughness (Kic , J IC). The Mechanical Test

Laboratory of the Department of Structures and Structural

Materials of I.N'TA is developing a programme to study the

fracture toughness as a function of heat treatment of

several national low alloy steels. This gives additional
interest to our nondestructive characterization objective
and facilities to get suitable samples available.

Materials characterization by ultrasonics is based on
the measurements of the acoustic velocity and attenuation
as a function of frequency. When results are applied to

suitable equations yield point and toughness can be eva-
luated. Even considering the limited validity of current

%I
.,,.,..,,. .,,. ,. ,n i -m m mi~n an re!



INTA N. Pig. 3

equations, mainly because its empirical character, it

seems undoubtfull the usefulness of the works of A. Vary

and his group, NASA Lewis Research Center, (Columbus,

Ohio) in view of the test systematization and searching

a suitable model to explain interaction between elastic

waves and inhomogeneities or dislocations present in

solids.

Work to be carried out in our Laboratories will be main-

ly dedicated to check the validity of Vary's empirical

equations (3) for materials other than those found in

references (maraging steel and titanium alloy).

The definite structure of the works was stablished in

the following way:

First year:

- Review of bibliography.

- Familiarization with computer and digital instru-
mentati on.

- Design and fabrication of a precision automatic

system for inmersion testing.

- Software for defect characterization.

- Software for materials characterization.

- Preliminary experimental work.

- Design and fabrication of auxiliary equipment.

Second _year:

- Setting up the ijmersion test system and defect

characterization tests.

- Tests for software functionability.

- Complete programme of experimental tests.

- Elaboration of results and conclusions.

It can be said that first year will be devoted to pre-

pare equipment and software and the second year to carry
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out the greater part of the experiments.

Because of several administrative difficulties it has

not been possible to complete all the objectives of the

first year.

O
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2 - -heoretical bases

2.1 - Defect characterization

2he technique suggested by 2. omany (.) has a very

simple principle. It consists in analyzing the frequen-

cy spectrum of two echos coming from different tests

positions. If the reflector is a sphere it is evident

that the response will be constant as the test angle

varies. Then, if frequency amplitude from one angle is

represented versus that obtained from the other angle,

a diagonal of the first coordinate quadrant will be ob-

tained unless some uncontrolled influences have gone

into the work.

On the other hand, the curve will become deformed and

apart from the diagonal as the reflector moves away from
the spheric shape. In this way some information about

reflector shape may be derived. Results of applying this

technique to two spheroidal reflectors are shown. in fig.
1.
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a:Q.4mm b:C.2m= b: ,. -z

Aig. 1. Spectral amplitude as a function of beam direc-
tion for two spheroidal reflectors. Parameter
is frequency.
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Born approximation,in which the inversion algori.h= is

based, is a theory useful to explain the weak scatte-

ring that occurs when the difference of the acoustic

impedance between the reflector and the host is low.

It derives a relatively simple mathematical model which

has proved to be useful in order to systematize experi-

mental data. The inversion algorithm coming from this

theory have shown to be adequate even when not strictly

weak scattering occurs. Then, it is not surprising to

find a large number of works related with either the theo-

retical exploration or experimental checking of this new

tool.

in its direct formulation, Born's approximation makes

easier the calculation of R, which is the sigtal in the

time domain and that will be received by the transducer

after the interaction of the reflector with an infinitely

short pulse (Dirac's step function). Firstly the res-

pective incident pulse and observation direction must be

defined.

is also known as impulse response and it can be shown

that it is proportional to the second derivative of the

area function A(s) of the reflector's transversal section

projected onto a plane perpendicular to the direction

defined by addition of incidence and observation versors.

4"The inversion problem may be divided in two parts. The

first one is to determine the characteristic function,

r -, of the reflector. That is to say its slhape, becaus
y(P) is defined as a function that is equal to I inside
the reflector and zero outside. The second ;art of the
problem is to find parameters of the material. in particu-

lar Z (acoustic impedance) and f (density).

if a sufficient n tber of data are available for scavze-

a1e
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ring in several incident directions, the characte-
ristic function is given by the equation:

where R is the impulse response which is in turn a func-

tion of the time. Equation (1) is formulated for back-

scattered energy and in consequence the observation di-

rection ea is equal to -e . If the additional simpli-

fication introduced by the spherical symmetry of the re-

flector is taken into account, equation (1) becomes:

r-/,.,:,.j (2)

wr.ere e is aroitrry due to spherical symmetry.

In tzne frequency domain the characteristic function

takes tne form:

wnere A( 4 3 is t e frequency s.ectrum or, that is the

same, tze ?ourer's tra=sform of tae 1=pu.se response
a(t).

If a siLngle measureect of R,t) is taken, tnen unidirec-

tional Born inversion can be obtained w..ica gives the

reflector radius in the test direct "-i- as a !;.3ance

'om its center time orilgin, to t- : ne perperdicular

the incident directlon an taa~g.- -e reflec:or

rface. In order that t'-s :ec:._- ;ue may -:uce accep-

ble results it is necessary tha: some ., conliton
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be fulfilled because, in certain cases, may become cri-

tical:

- Sufficient bandwith of the incident pulse.

- Adequate signal to noise ratio.

Born inversion gives good results in the medium range of

frequencies such that:

~ rC

where k=2Jt); A:wave length; r: reflector radius

If sufficient information is not available in the low

frequency range (k.r minimum too high), the estimate

value of r is lower than actual value and if high fre-

quency data are missing (k.r maximum too low) then r is

overestimated. A wide band transducer should have, to

be useful for this technique, a range at k of 1C:l.

It has been shown in experiments with spheroidal cavi-

ties that signal to noise ratio must be kept over 0dB

level if estimate radius error is intended to maintain

below 20; for a confidence level of 95' (2).

V5II
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2.2 - ;iaterials characterization

Experiments whose theoretical basis is described in (5)

and (4) have clearly shown that there are some relation-

ship between acoustic characteristics of a material

(acoustic velocity and attenuation) and its fracture

toughness. This relation seems to be fairly intuitive

because of the dynamic behavior of ultrasonic testing

in which the material is forced to transmit elastic

stresses through it.

Toughness is measured in classical destructive test by

performing a tension (or similar) test in a precra-ked

specimen. However recent studies have shown (5) that

the pressure of a sharp crack is not essential in the

determination of fracture toughness and is further sug-

gested that the links between the strength properties

and the ultrasonic factors are the material microstruc-

tural parameters, in particular, these are the size of

the second-phase particles and the spacing between them.

:t seems to be demonstrated that crack extension pro-

ceeds when the length of heavily deformed region surro-

unding the crack tip is comparable to the length between

cracked particles (Fig. 2).

This condition may be expressed by:

(4)

where ic is the critical crack opening displqcement

and is related to the other fracture toughness parame-

ters by the following equation:

,( )
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Void ")ite Enveloped

gioa

Growth

Fiuirthier I-rowth
Loca.lized Flow
Begin:s

~fU~
1 Final Coalescence

Fig. 2 Growth and coalescence of voids near
crack tip (5).



where E, V and 6 are Young's modulus, Poisson's ratio

and yield stress, respectively.

it is, consequently, easy to show that, at least within

the scope of linear elastic fracture mechanics, the fol-

lowing applies:

-OC (6)

which establishes a clear relationship between micros-

tructural and fracture parameters.

The purpose of the paper in reference (5) is to attempt

to provide a basis for a definite relationship between

ultrasonic factors and the fracture toughness reasonally I
acceptable from the point of view of fracture mechanics.

A quantitie R is defined as:

where G_*1 represents the stress intensity field asso-

ciated with the incident wave and Qj, the stress at any

point of a medium containing two plate paralels inhomoge-
neities of thickness r and distance 1 between them.

Now, R must be plotted versus with as a parameter
and is possible to show that R varies in a noticeably
linear way for - smaller than 10/&a* and for a wave nun-

ber k - 27 . But, when 4 differs from 21 , the propor-
cionality of R is not observed. Then it is necessary to

perform the experiments at a frequency such that wave
length is equal to which is the condition expressed by

the relation: k - 21 .
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?rom te general equation of attenuation:

it is a simple matter to show that:

C Y ) - - 2!2, -n 4

when the wave length is equal to

or:

which can be combined with the expression (6) to obtain:

an expression which suggests the possibility of determil-
nuing K from attenuation measurements.

49
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2.2.1 -,Y.easurements of acoustic velocity

In a first stage a measuring system conceptually simi-

lar to that described in the reference will be used.

The equipment will also permit the digital reading of

the time interval in order to implement data acquisi-

tion by the computer. rhis technique gives a precision
which is considered sufficient for the characterization

of the elastic constants and of the fracture toughness.

At the time of writing this report we have not received

the Tektronix 7D15 unit, in which the measurements are

based, so that it is neither possible to include any

experimental results nor to evaluate possible errors.

Fig. 3 shows the block diagram of equipment we will

use in acoustic velocity measurements.

7A16 7O/S

19~

it

ig . Acutcveoiymasrmns

*1!
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2.2.2 - Attenuation measurements

The technique proposed by E. Papadakis using 5,10,

20 and 50 ,H-z commercial wideband transducers with

water buffer for low and intermediate frequencies and

quartz buffer for 50 .Hiz.

Echos of interest, usually first and second backwall

echos, are FFT processed to calculate its power spec-

trum and a raw reflection coefficient is computed from

handbook data for acoustic impedances. The amplitude

relation curve is computed according the technique pro-

posed by A. Vary (8) and given by the expression:

2e (10)

where:

R: reflection coefficient of the interface buffer-

sample.

BB: amplitude relation at a given frequency for

two echos.

e: sample thickness.

3y an adequate regression technique it is possible to

calculate the values of c and m in the equation:

o( C()

The diffraction correction is computed for low frequen-

cies (usually below 15 r3 z) and calculations for para-

meter 3 to be used in equation (9) are performed.

41t4
I!
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5 - Ecuipment

The block diagram of the equipment to be used in our

experiments is shown in fiz. 4. Some are experimental

units and others are in a workshop stage. 3etails are

given in the following paragraphs.

a I -f .3)

Pnmetr i '/rrc'I

7CU PG

7;04 ovcd/ I

Fig 4. Experimen-tal equipment.
~I

4. I
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.1 - Automa:ically controlled uitras-n.ic inmersion test
b ed ( S Z 3A . ,

SEIjA are the Spanish initials for the system w.hich

was defined at the starting of the program as a major

3oal between equipment objectives because it is funda-

men-al for high precission and reproductibility tests

to be performed.

Its fabrication has been subcontracted to 3UZFZOA3,

S.L,. and design will be done by INIA's and SUZP-SWAR's

engineering personnel. Design and fabrication will be

under control and supervision of Ultrasonic Laborato-

ry's personnel. Zo this time minor details of mecha-

nical and control design are being defined and, if

everything goes well, the system will be ready for

setting up tests by the end of the year.

A summary description of the main characteristics of

the system is followed. J
Inmersion tank is 1000 x 800 x 600 mm of useful dimen-

sions. Mechanic searching system is formed by three

orthogonal axes driven by dc motors with servocontro-

lled speed and digital position control by means of

Hewlett Packard discs of 500 div/turn. All three li-
near movements are driven by high precision ball screws

being longitudinal clearance consequently about zero in

any of the three directions. Sliding of movable parts
is always through ball bush in one of the supports and
a free ball bearing in the other. 2his assembly was

already experimented in a system built some years ago

4and has shown to be quite satisfactory because its

nearly null clearance and very low friction.

Z axis has, additionally, the possibility to perform

V
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a whole rotation around itself not being this rotation

motorized in a first stage.

Fig. 5 shows a schematic draw of the mecbanic parts.

4" z

1V

f i

4 Iig. 5. Schematic draw of inmersion tank.

'4 A
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Posit-ion is to be read vithiin 0.01=m and repeatabiiit-'
will be better than 0.1=m at any point of~ the tank:.

All the three movements are servocontrolled by an LiAC-J.
micro processor, based on Rockwell .11h65. :t has 22 K

A memory. k- alphanumeric screen 60 x 22 char-ac,:ers,
a diskc un-it and a thermal printer act as peripherals.

The structure of the control system is shaown in fig. 6.

Ag. 6 Block diagram of control system.
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The software for controlling the motors will be resident

in the -=-1 memory of the microcomputer and will be

writzen in assembly language to make it as compact as

possible.

.,he master terminal is the 4052 computer and a multitas-

king program to control all the test bed operations will

be written (9).

The program will allow:

1 - Send commands to the microcomputer AIM65. Examples

of these commands would be request for current

coordinates of the transducer, halt or continue

c ommands.

2 - Allows the microcomputer A71.65 to send data to the

master terminal, to the disc memory or to the screeIL

(error messages, confirmation of data was received,

transducer coordinates).

3 - Store the control blocks for specific scan profiles

- Allows to 4052 to send commands to the 7854 digital

oscilloscope to digitize the signal.

5 - Allows to the AIM-65 to accept digitized data and

to store this data into the disk memory or into

the tape memory.

6 - Stored data will be analyzed and if a threshold

value is exceeded, coordinates of such point will

be stored.

Ij !
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3.2 - Ultrasonic vulser-receiver

There are a Panametric 56C0 pulser-receiver-gate,

(fig. 7a) up to WCC NEZ bandwith and a tEetrotek system

(fig. 7b) including MP 215 Pulser, XR1llReceiver, MGT7C

stepless iate and AT 7C Gated Peak Detector to be used

up to 20 YPii. There is also a 20 Wtiz pulser-receiver
and gate unit (fig.7c) built by J.P. Weight from the
Department of Physics of the City University, London.

5.3 - Signal acquisition and displaY

To digitize signals we will use a Tektronix 7854 digital

oscilloscope (fig. 7d) able to capture repetitive sig-

nals up to 400 Y:Hz. The following plug--in units are

available in our Laboratory.

7A15A linear Amplifier (SC z bandwidth)

7A16A " " (225M ) I
7B53A Time base

7B5CA " i

7L12 Analog spectrum analyzer (100 KwUz to 1300 MKHz)

In the next few weeks we hope to receive the digital

counter timer 7D15 to be used mainly in the velocity

measurement system.

For analog signals it is also available a Tektronix

7704 oscilloscope (fig. 7e).

There is a project to convert an analog X-Y recorder

into a facsimile recorder to be able to display i-scan

type signals. As shown in fig. 8, the output voltae

of a peak detector (VI) is feed into the 05 pin of

IC6 (13914). The low level induced in some output is

inverted and used to saturate the transistor which gives

. i i i ii

. .. .

mm mA
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a fixed volt.age , at 1.3. 2his voltage =a-; be re;.-

lated with l-i. between 6 and 2L' vols and is applied

to the electrode placed instead of the pen of the analo-

X- Z register in which an elec;rosensi:ive paper sheet

4s used. Some L-L's indicate the cuzrent output level

and will be useful in calibrating stages.

47-

.11 - - N,' ' '

ig. 3. Modification for X-Y register-into a C-scan

register.

II

I.
!
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3.4 ,ystem control and signa. analysis

It is based uoon a 2ektronix 4C52 minicomuter (f... 7"

with 64 R-" memory and two RCi' packs RO?, RCO to be

used in signal analysis process.

As peripherals we have a di.-ital plotter Hewlett-Packar

747CA (fig. 7g) and a matrix printer 2AC7 4510 (fig.7h:

Major functions of control are given in paragraph 3.1.

I

4

I $

, 
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- Software

In this first stage, softwa.re to acquire, analyze anl

display signals has been implemented in order to cha-

racterize materials.

Current program permits to perform any of the following

operations:

- Select the number of points per waveform to be

used in signal acquisition.

- Acquire signals.

- Store signals in tape file.

- Fouri..er transform to frequency domain. Amplitude

and Dhase.

- 2ime and frequency domain signal conditioning.

- First and second derivatives to select frequency

limits.

- Amplitude relation curve.

- 2alculate the attenuation coefficient as a fuc-

zion of the frequency.
- Output to the plotter of any curve.

Two main difficulties have been found in making the

software. One is related with the algorithm to perform

FFT which, as is implemented in the ROM pack is quite

useful for ultrasonic applications. rhat is because

frequency window width is inverse to that of time win-

dow so that as greater the time definition of tae sig-

nal, as lower is that of frequency. -hree possible

solutions are intended. iirst one is to utilize the

oscilloscope to make a signal conditioning by means of

the instruction ZICPL Qorizonml expand) which, if a para-

meter less than one is used, a real compression is per-

Ti "
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formed keeping almost every accident of the wave. This

is useful for low and intermediate frequencies where

signals are not too short in time domain, so compression!

is not too high. :ut this technique introduces heavy

uncertainities when freauencies. are of the order of 20

M-Hz or above being then unuseful for materials charac-

teriza-ion.

Another possible way to solve this problem is to imple-

ment a routine for Ziscrete Fourier Transform which per-

mits to select starting and ending frequencies as well

as resolution results being fairly independent of -he

time domain signal. In this way the spectra calculated

in the next paragraph have been made. The only diffi-

culty with this algorithm is that the time to perform

all the calculations is very long.

2he third way is to implement a chirp Z-transform using

the FFT algorithm. This solution will probably offer

the best combination of resolution and time. We hope

to have this algorithm implemented in our program in

the next few weeks.

The other difficulty before mentioned is related with

the software to drive the digital plotter. Hewlett-

Packard 7470A is a very cheap instrument although its

quality/price ratio is very high and was selected becaus

of some budget limitations. Unfortunately, low cost

ha2dware often comes together with high cost (time)

software, and that is the major reason because complete

software package for materials characterization, and

even defect, has been impossible to be completed on
time.a
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5 - zx.erimental results

3=zeriments have been cazried out on steel sammies of

chemical conposition:
61in S P S

0.16 '45 C.27 o C.C2Q .C4

2wo different heat treatments have been considered and

their respective microstructures are shown in fig. 9.

AI

ee
.! 4

Ifs iF 1
a) as rolled b) quenched

Hardness- 28 H.RC Hardness: 46 HR'

Fig. 9. ;:icrostructure of tested samples.
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Samples of 30 x x tzz thick were machined arnd grcund
fni shed

Pauametrics 5C LHz central frequency transducer with

fused ;uarzz buffer rod was used azd medium motor car

oil (I-SA 30as a coupling medium. o ensure uniform

contact pressure and reprcductible coupling conditions

a sim:le device was built (fig. IC).

Fig. 11 shows a typical oscillogramme observed with

A-scan when a rolled sample is tested.

2o acquire signals Oweep of tize base must be much fas-

ter in order to improve resolution. ?ig. 12 is the echo

B1 in fig. 11 but which 10 nsec/div instead of li.iv. i

.his is a good image to be acquired but jitter is a

little distu-rbing as shown oscillogramme in fig. 13,

where three signals are averaged to improve sharpness

of the digitized signal.

We have not still studied the influence of jitter on

frequency spectrum but it seems not to be very strong

as can be shown by comparing with spectrum such as that

displayed in fig. 15a; fig. 15b is the calculated spec-

tram of the signal in fig. 13 and fig. 15c is the calcu-

lated spectrum for the smoothed signal of fig. 14.

4
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Fig. 10. Coupling transducer to sample device

Al: First interf. echo

31: First bacicwall echo

B2: Second itH

33: Third it
A2: Second interf. echo

B21: first backwa11 echo
from the 2nd sequen
Ce.

Pig. 11. Interface and backwall eclaos of as
rolled sample.
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g. 12 Lcho 31 in fig. 11.

L. Fig. 13 Echo 31 acquired.
Jitter of analog signal is
the cause of poor sharpness.

dig. 14l Same as fig. 13 but
.2 smoothed.[1 IFM [: [WF l']M i['0TH:
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2ig. 15a nalox spectrum
of signaI in fig. 12.

3

X105

.ig. 15b Calculated spec-
trum for the signal in
fig. 13.

0. 5 -

- /\

0. 2
0. 0 CL 5 1.0 Xc10

3
X10

Fig. 15c Calculated spec-
trum for the signal in
fig. 14.
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Z'he results describe:- z-er-ein are derive_- from. the anal--
sis of ec.nos 31 azn. _'2 in b-oth as rolled az' -_enchaed

'n I

samzles. esti--4-- -techn=..2ue are intended to be sinil.
to thaat of .. Vary in referen-ce (8). 2he resultS are

slnown in fiz. 16.

rime domain sizzals fi.16 a,d) are the result of aye-

ragig 10 waves samples in order to avoid jitter effects.

31 and B2 signals are overlaped only for easy to copare

purposes.

Results of -discrete ourier 2ransform ().?T) are shown in

fig. 16 be). The difference between both samples is

easy to see in a qualitative way by comparing the high

frequency band of the spectra.

'o make this difference quantitative first and second
derivatives of the spectra are calculated and limits of

validity are defined between the first maxim of first

derivative and the second maximum of second derivative.

A new DeT is performed between the limits increasing the

resolution relative to other spectra and the amplitude

relation (3 2 /B) curve is computed. Now upper and lower

bounds for reflection coefficient are defined using hand-

book data for acoustic impedances (i0):

Sample .... .......... 4510 6 Kg/m 2 .5
40,(steei)

Coupling agent ...... 1.5 106
(motor oil)

Buffer .............. '510
(fused silica)

4Lower limit is R.u.51 and represents the pure buffer-

sample interface. Upper limit is R-CO.95 and comes from

I considering the pure oil-sample interface. Zhe actual

i coefficient must obviously be between these limits

;.
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• Sig. 1 Ultrasonic results ffor as rolled and quenched
~samples.
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and -nere are some different ways to de-ermine its value.

2o do that we have chosen the tecrnique described by Vary

which consist in select as actual value of 2 the one that

gives the best fitting between real and calculated atte-

nuation curve. 6tart4ng with =0.9, the equation:

3

(12)

is solved for alpha at each frequency and from the curve

obtained, values of c and m in the equation:

o( % (13)

are derived by a simple regression technique. Then fit-

tving of curve from equation (13) with that of amplitude

relation is calculated. A new value of R is then inen-

ded (i.e. R = 0.8) and all the process is repeated until

a best value of fitting is obtained.

Results obtained by this technique are the following:

As rolled tuenched
........... 0,6515 ......... 0,730
........... 6,5910- 7 ........ 2,7 0

............ 4,C61 ......... 2,0529

fitting ..... 0,99996 ......... C,99990

2he values of c are in good agreement with that reported

in the literature (11), (12). Attenuation versus frequen-

cy curve is shown in fig. 16 c and f.

A different way to calculate the atzenuation function

i* is to solve for i and alpha the pair of equations:

3': .
3!:-
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2nis technique is similar to that proposed by Papadakis

(7) an-- is also reported by N. Grayeli eta!. "I) and

will be implemented in our computer in the next future

as a part of second year effort.

Conclusions and recommendations

- ireliminary work to implement a computer based ultra-

sonic characterization program has been carried out

and results for the exponent of the frequency agrees

well with that of other authors.

- Nevertheless a great deal of work must be developed

in order to:

- Study repeatability.

- Study sources of error.

- Complete software to make it as versatile as

possible. r e n

- Collect experimental data from fracture toug.hness

samples.

4L1 3
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